Strain-induced reorientation and mobility in nematic liquid-crystalline elastomers as studied by time-resolved FTIR spectroscopy.
Polarized Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy is employed to study the segmental orientation and mobility of liquid-crystalline elastomers (LCEs) with a monodomain structure in response to external mechanical fields parallel and perpendicular to the initial nematic director. The mean orientation and the molecular order parameter of the different molecular moieties referring to the mesogen, the spacer and the network are analyzed in detail. Parallel stretch leaves the mean orientation of the different molecular moieties and its molecular order parameter nearly uninfluenced. Perpendicular stretch results in a threshold-like dependence: for elongation ratios lambda < or = lambda(c) = 1.3 (10 mol% crosslinker density), respectively lambda < or = lambda(c) = 1.6 (5 mol% crosslinker density) no change of the mean orientation and the molecular order parameters is observed, while for lambda > or = lambda(c) all molecular units reorient and their molecular order parameters are strongly decreased. The present studies give no indications that the reorientational dynamics of the network and the mesogens differ as long as the elongation ratio is smaller than lambda(c).